
Forging Mexico,
1821-1835
TIMOTHY E. ANNA

A nuanced and thoughtful
analysis of the develop
ment ofone of the
defining characteristics of
the Mexican nation:
regional power and
sovereignty of the state.
$40 cloth

ARTHUR P. WHITAKER

PRIZE WINNER

NOW IN PAPER

Women,
Feminism, and
Social Change in
Argentina, Chile,
and Uruguay,
1890-1940
ASUNCION LAVRIN

$25 paper/$65 cloth

Native Resistance
and the
Pax Colonial
in New Spain
EDITED BY

SUSAN SCHROEDER

This meticulously
researched volume
provides both a valuable
overview ofNative
uprisings in New Spain
and a stimulating
reevaluation of their
significance.
$19·95 paper/$45 cloth

University ofNebraska Press ~
publishers ofBison Books
800-755-n05 . nebraskapress.unl.edu

The Machete
and the Cross
Campesino Rebellion

in Yucatan
DON E. DUMOND

Drawing on primary
sources, Dumond sets
forth a carefully argued
analysis of the reasons and
broader social, political,
and economic processes
underlying the Indian
rebellion that tore apart
the Yucatan Peninsula.
$57-50 cloth

A Visit to the
Ranquellndians
LUCIO v. MANSILLA

"I find Eva Gillies's
translation ofMansilla's
work simply superb....
[It] provides an excellent
reconstruction of
Mansilla's momentous
journey as well as of
his times."
-Saul Sosnowski,
University ofMaryland
$20 paper/$50 cloth

Pleasure Island
Tourism and

Temptation in Cuba
ROSALIE SCHWARTZ

This book explores the
tourism industry in Cuba
between 1920 and 1960. It
is also a study of mass
tourism's influence on the
behavior, attitudes, and
cultures of two politically
linked but diverse nations.
$45 cloth
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at bookstores or by toll-free order

The University of North Carolina Press
Chapel Hill • Phone (800) 848-6224, Fax (800) 272-6817
http://sunsite.unc.edu/uncpress/
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Can-bbean
.Studies

AVAILABLE IN SEPTEMBER

The War of 1898
The United States and Cuba in
History and Historiography

LOUIS A. PEREZ JR.
"No serious student of the I890s and after
can ignore this book.... Everyone who
has written monographs on the 1898 war
or-especially-American history or U.S.
diplomatic textbooks is going to have to do
some extensive rewrites as a result of this
book."-Walter LaFeber, Cornell Univ.
"A rich review of the literature and sources
of the 1898 war, ... [this book] will be
come the standard work to which scholars
turn. "-Thomas G. Paterson, University of
Connecticut
Approx. 224 pp. $34.95 cI / $16.95 pa

Sugar and Railroads
A Cuban History, 1837-1959

OSCAR ZANETTI AND ALEJANDRO GARCiA
Franklin W. Knight & Mary Todd, translators
"One of the most important works in
Cuban economic history of the last half
century.... Masterfully examines the con
nection between technology, society, and
politics in a plantation setting."
-Francisco A. Scarano, University of
Wisconsin-Madison
Approx. 560 pp., 35 iIIus., 9 maps
$59.95 cI / $29.95 pa
Winner of the Elsa Goveia Prize, Association
ofCaribbean Historians
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BRAZIL
The Once and Future Country
Marshall C. Eakin
"Eakin's knowledge of and love for his subject
combine to produce a riveting introduction
to the basic events and trends in Brazilian
history, politics, economy, society, and
cu Itu reo "- Booklist
1997 / 320 pp. 0-312-16200-6 $35.00 d.

J. Patrice McSherry

INCOMPLETE TRANSITION
Military Power and Democracy in Argentina
J. Patrice McSherry
Demonstrates and analyzes the ongoing
political impact of institutionalized military
power in a country which has officially been
under civilian rule since 1983.
1997 / 418 pp. 0-312-16252-9 $49.95 (I.

THE POSTMODERN NOVEL IN
LATIN AMERICA
Politics, Culture, and the Crisis of Truth
Raymond L. Williams
"This clearly written, impeccably researched
monograph is highly recommended to any
reader seeking a deeper understanding of
postmodernism."-Hispania
1996 / 160 pp. 0-312-16458-0 $16.95 pb.

Lin' 5
SchQ/arJy & Reference Division
175 Fifth Avenue
New Yerk, NY 10010
1·800..221·7945
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IHI
COUSINS AND STRANGERS
Spanish Immigrants in Buenos Aires, 185(}-1930
Jose C. Moya
Moya fills a considerable gap in our knowledge of immigration to
Argentina, one of the world's primary "settler" societies.
$55.00 cloth} $25.00 paper

COCAINE POLITICS
Drugs, Armies, and the CIA in Central America
Peter Dale Scott and Jonathan Marshall
Updated edition, with a new preface-"For the evidence that narcotics ...
have been instruments of U.S. foreign policy, you simply have to read
Cocaine Politics. This, one of the most enlightening books of the year, will
redefine your usage of the silly term'drug war." ,- The Nation
$15. 95 paper

At bookstores or order 1-800-822-6657.
www.ucpress.edu

BLACKNESS IN
LATIN AMERICA
AND THE CARIBBEAN-
Social Dynamics and Cultural Transformations

VOLUME I: CENTRAL AMERICA AND NORTHERN AND
WESTERN SOUTH AMERICA
Edited by Norman E. Whitten, Jr. and Arlene Torres

VOLUME II: EASTERN SOUTH AMERICA
AND THE CARIBBEAN
Edited by Arlene Torres and Norman E. Whitten, Jr.

To understand the meanings of "blackness" in the African
diaspora, we must critically examine the paradigms that
have emerged over the past five centuries out of
Euroamerican racism and black liberation. These seminal
volumes add immeasurably to our understanding of those
paradigms and of the black experience in Central
America, South America, and the Caribbean.
Vol. 1 432 pages - Vol. 2 456 pages
paper $24.95 each cloth $39.95 each
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,Que vivan los tatnales!
Mexican Cuisine and National Identity
Jeffrey M. Pilcher
Dialogos series
Cloth: $37.50 Paper: $16.95

The Atnerican Finances of the Spanish Etnpire
Royal Income and Expenditures in Colonial Mexico, Peru,
and Bolivia, 1680-1809
Herbert S. Klein
Cloth: $55.00

Chasing Shadows
Apaches and Yaquis
Along the United States
-Mexico Border, 1876-1911
Shelley Bowen Hatfield
Cloth: $35.00

Mexico Between Hitler and Roosevelt
Mexican Foreign Relations in the Age of Lazaro Cardenas
Friedrich E. Schuler
Cloth: $47.50

Jewish Latin American Series

The Jewish Gauchos of the Patnpas
Alberto Gerchunoff
Translated by Prudencio de Pereda
Paper: $18.95

The Riddle
of Cantinflas
Essays on Hispanic
Popular Culture
Ilan Stavans
Cloth: $45.00 Paper: $19.95

Claper
A Novel
Alicia Freilich
Translated by Joan E. Friedman
Introduction by Ilan Stavans
Cloth: $39.95 Paper: $17.95

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO PRESS
At bookstores, or call1-BOO-249-7737
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"With this new series by Oxford University Press, the
library ofLatin America is literally open to North
Americans and to English speakers everywhere.
Bienvenidos to these new readers!" -julia Alvarez

In definitive editions that are handsome, durable, and the result ofa unique collabo
ration between Latin American and North American scholars, The Library of
Latin America brings to English-speaking readers 40 classics ofLatin American
literature. Here are thefirst four volumes:

The Posthumous Memoirs ofBras Cubas
jOAQUIM MARIA MACHADO DE ASSIS
Translated by Gregory Rabassa
"Belongs to a long line of brilliantly odd and (relatively)
outrageous works like Laurence Stern's Tristam Shandy and
Xavier de Maistre's Voyage Around My Room.... A very
great novel indeed."-Gary Amdahl, The Nation. 240 pp.,
d., 510169-3, $25.00

Dom Casmurro
jOAQUIM MARIA MACHADO DE ASSIS
Translated and edited byJohn Gledson
"Machado offers the infectious pleasures of a 19th-century
writer who is more modern than some of our so-called
moderns."-Bill Marx, The Boston Globe. 248 pp., d.,
510308-4, $25.00

Chapters in Brazil's Colonial History,
CAPISTRANO DE ABREU
Edited by Stuart Schwartz Translated by Arthur Brakel
"A surprisingly fresh and acerbic review of Brazil's early
history."-Kirkus Reviews. 272 pp., d., 510301-7, $30.00

The ~elected Writings ofAndres Bello
ANDRES BELLO
Edited by Ivan Jaksic
Translated by Frances M. Lopez-Morillas
"Often compared to Thomas jefferson, Bello is widely
respected across the southern half of the Western
Hemisphere; this first English translation should bring him
overdue attention farther north." -Booklist. 352 pp., d.,
510545-1, $30.00
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Newfor Spring 1998
Contested Ground
Comparative Frontiers on the Northern and Southern Edges
ofthe Spanish Empire

Edited by DONNA GUY and THOMAS E. SHERIDAN
Compares and contrasts the fringes of New Spain between 1500 and
1880, showing that in each region the frontier represented contested
ground where different cultures and polities clashed in ways heretofore
little understood. The contributors reveal similarities in Indian-white
relations, military policy, economic development, and social structure;
and they show differences in instances such as the emergence of a
major urban center in the south and the activities of rival powers.
Southwest Center Series. 280 pages, $50.00 library cloth (0-8165-1859-91. $24.95 paper (-1860-2).

New paperbacks-

History and Mythology of the Aztecs
The Codex Chi ma1popoca

JOHN BIERHORST

The first major scholarship on the Codex
Chimalpopoca in more than forty years,
including the complete Legend of the Suns.
238 pp., $17.95 (0-8165-1886-6).

Portraits of Clay
Potters ofMata Ortiz

SANDRA S. SMITH

Casas Grandes pottery, made by a handful of
artists, is a living tribute to pre-Hispanic art.
Photographer Smith here documents the
potters' techniques and records their
reflections on their work.
65 pages, 35 duotones, $10.95 (0-8165-1891-2).

Distributedfor the Americas Society-
Potosi: Colonial Treasures and the Bolivian City ofSilver
PEDRO QUEREJAlU and ELIZABETH FERRER

Illuminates the fascinating story of Potosi through works of art
created in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Lavishly
illustrated essays relate the city's rich heritage in architecture,
painting, wooden sculpture, and silver, while a section of more than
fifty color plates captures some of the most magnificent representa
tions of both religious and secular art forms.
152 pp. (9 x 11 ~1. 68 illus., 52 color plates, $29.95 paper (1-879128-16-0 ).

Distributedforthe Centerfor Latin American StudiesPress,Arizona State University-

Perspectives for Cuban
Economic Reforms

Edited bV JORGE PEREZ-LOPEZ
and MATIAS F. TRAVIESO-DIAl

Cuban and Cuban American economists
debate the feasibility and means of
significantly reforming the Cuban economy.
The contributors examine current economic
dilemmas, pose possibilities of free market
enterprise, and discuss the political
complications resulting from economic
reforms and proposals for changes.
190 pp., $35.00 paper (0-87918-087-0).

Wily Modesty
Argentine Women Writers, 1860-1910

BONNIE FREDERICK

Several women writers in Argentina-Maria
Eugenia Echenique, Lola Lanosa de Ansaldo,
Josefina Pelliza de Sagasta and others-were
well known to the reading public but were
not formally integrated into literary history.
This book examines how they sought to gain
the right to intellectual pursuits and how
readers have responded to their works over
the past century.
225 pp., $42.00 paper (0-87918-086-2).

The University of Arizona Press
1230 N. Park Ave., Tucson, AZ 85719 • 1-800-426-3797 • http://www.uapress.arizona.edu
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NOTES ON THE CONTRIBUTORS

ROGER ALEX CI.APP is Assistant Professor in the Department of Geography and the
Institute for Environmental Studies at the University of Toronto. His research ex
amines development and biodiversity in the temperate rain forests, a topic on
which he has published several articles. He is currently Ivorking on a book on the
globalization of the forest industry and its implications for ecosystem protection
in British Colulnbia, Chile, New Zealand, and the United States.
JUDY BIEBER is Assistant Professor of lfistory at the University of New Mexico.
Her research interests include the social and political history of Imperial Brazil,
slavery and the African diaspora, and the Brazilian sertao. She is currently re
searching nineteenth-century indigenous policy that impacted the Doce and Mu
curi river basins.
GERD SH()NWALDER is a political scientist currently employed at the General Sec
retariat of the Council of the European Union in Brussels. He has published on
local government, popular movements, and the informal sector in Latin America.
His current research interests focus on the role of local governance in the consoli
dation of recently democratized regimes.
PETER P. HOUTZAGER received a Ph.D. in political science from the University of
California, Berkeley. In the winter and spring quarters of 1998, he was a visiting
lecturer at Stanford University.
DEBORAH NORDEN is a visiting scholar at the University of California, Riverside.
She wrote Military Rebellion in Argentina: Between Coups and Consolida
tion as well as several articles on democratization and civil-military relations in
Latin America. Her current research interests include civil-military relations in
Venezuela, political parties, and U.S. policies toward Latin America.
FIDEL IGLESIAS is Assistant Professor of History at Eastern Kentucky University.
He earned his Ph.D. at the University of Florida.
JOHN SHEAHAN is Professor of Economics, Emeritus, Williams College. He is the
author of Patterns of Development in Latin America: Poverty, Repression,
and Economic Strategy.
HENRY DIETZ is an associate prOfessor in the Department of Government and As
sociate Director of the Institute of Latin American Studies at the University of
Texas at Austin. His work has dealt with urban poverty and political participa
tion, civil-military relations, and municipal elections in Latin America since 1980.
He recently completed a twenty-year study of political behavior in popular neigh
borhoods in Lima from 1970 to 1990.
MATTHEW RESTALL is Assistant Professor of Colonial Latin American History at
Boston College. He has published several articles and three books on the social and
cultural history of the Yucatec Mayas during the colonial period: Life and Death
in a Maya Community: The Ixil Testaments of the 1760s; The Maya World:
Yucatec Culture and Society, 1550-1850; and Maya Conquistador: Yucatec
Perceptions of the Spanish Conquest.
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ECONOMIC REFORM IN VENEZUELA

SUSAN L PLACE is Professor of Geography at California State University, Chico,
where she also serves as Coordinator of Latin American Studies. Her research in
terests lie at the intersection of cultural and political ecology, development ques
tions, and ecotourism, with a regional focus on Central America.
MARGO MILLERET is Assistant Professor of Spanish and Portuguese at the Univer
sity of New Mexico. She has published various articles on Brazilian and Spanish
American theatre and on Portuguese-language pedagogy.
CORNELIA BUTLER FLORA is Professor of Sociology at Iowa State University and Di
rector of the North Central Regional Center for Rural Development, one of four
regional centers in the United States that link research and action for rural
change. She has been involved in research on women throughout Latin America
for thirty years. Her current Latin American research addresses sustainable agri
culture and management of national resources in Ecuador, focusing on the inter
section ofgender and community.
KATHLEEN A. MYERS is Associate Professor of Spanish and Portuguese at Indiana
University. She has published two books on Mexican nuns: Word from New
Spain: The Spiritual Autobiography of Madre Maria de San Jose
(1656-1719); and "A Wild Country out in the Garden": Selected Writings
by Madre Maria de San Jose, with Amanda Powell. She has also published re
search on Fernandez de Oviedo.
MARIANO PLOTKIN obtained his Ph.D. from the University of California, Berkeley,
under the direction of Tulio Halperin. Plotkin is currently Assistant Professor of
History at Colby College and is working on a history of psychoanalysis in Ar
gentina.
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